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The elastic properties and velocity oj acoustic sound propagation in soft tissues, permits
applying the liquid model in research. II! regard to the low le vel oj ultrasound power
admissible in researcli in vivo, a new method, implementing quasi-continuous wave, was
proposed. The basefor determination oj the medium parameters, is utilising the conversion oj
receiver sig/ud to digital form and counting the phase oj signal numerically.

Presented method was implemented in monitoring the condition oj brain, and it gives
the possibility to detect changes oj density on level 50 ppm, and changes oj temp era ture
0,02oC with medium power over JOD times less then the admissible.

That method, in regard to the measurement set-up 's simpllcity and high accuracy, can
find implementation in other technical solutions and scientific research.

INTRODUCTION

The duration of broadeasting signal is long enough for the amplitude of harmonie
vibration in receiver to be constant. Simultaneous utilise of the transducer's resonant
propriety significantly reduces the power level. Implementing the quartz generator as source
of signal (high stability of frequency) and appropriate AD frequency sampling, results in high
accuracy of signal' s phase measurement.
This method was elaborated for medical measurements -chan ges of brain density, but it can
be useful in technical and scientific research because it has a good ratio of costs and accuracy.

!. PRINCIPLE OF MEASURING METHOD

The genera! idea ot' measuring method is presented for the sirnplest case, i.e., for homogenous
and isotropie media. In this case phase velocity of an acoustic wave depends on both the
medium elasticity Kand the density p in accordance with equation

c=łf (1)

Most methods [1-3] utiIise measurements of an acoustic wave Tp run time and then ca1culate
the phase velocity using the known formula (2):
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L
Tp=-

C
(2)

Or the other way, knowing the phase velocity of acoustic wave, distance L is calculated.
The main principle of this method is implementation of quasi-continuos wave packet in order
to calculate the run time of an acoustic wave. The scheme of transrnission version set-up,
utilising the quasi-continuos wave packet is shown on fig. l
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Fig.l. Scheme and principle of work of set-up. A) principle of measuring method -in the space
between transmitter and receiver some of fuli length wave and a "rest" expresses by phase <Pl
was located, B) for non-homogenous medium the time of excite vibration te is longer then for
the homogenous one, but after te time, the amplitude and phase be come constant, C) scheme of
transmission version set-up

The system consists of measurement vessel of the length L and transmitter and receiver of
ultrasonic waves. As it is shown in Fig. lA at the given transrnitters frequency within a vessel
length a certain utter number of the oscillation periods P and "a part of period" expressed as
phase difference ({Jl - ({Ja.

(3)

On part B of fig.l the excitation of vibration, in the receiver, was shown. In case of a
homogenous medium, the time of the excitation of vibration (te), is shorter than in non-
homogenous one (lower part), but after sufficient time, the amplitude and phase of vibration
be come constant So the measurement of the phase of acoustic wave is done in this area. It
requires generating sufficiently long acoustic packet.

The scheme of set-up is shown on fig. IC. The main synchronisation unit (synch)
pushes the generator (GEN) and AD converter. Electric signal from acoustic head, after
amplifying in block (ampl), and converting into digital form, is stored in the me mory (mem)
of acquisition card. PC computer (PC) is used to calculate and visualise the results.

Depending on specific character of investigations (changes detection in a phase method
or parameter deterrnination in a time method) the problem is always reduced to determination
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of phase relations R = <Pl-<PO with the lowest experimental error. For of the run time
measurement Tp an additional determination of utter number of the wave length P within the
probing distanee Lis neeessary [4].

The kerneI of both methods is proeedure of elementary phases determination. It is
possible to determine the signal parameters including the phase value <pusing solutions of
the problem approximation of n sampIes performing equation of harmonie wave in a generał
form

g(t) = S + Asin(wt + cp) (4)

so it is possible to find the parameters ot' signal, and the searehed value ot' phase <p.
In this equation:

S = y-C-sin-D·eos-'-------- ,
n

D = (n· y sin- y. sinXsin· eos- n· sin eos)+ (y. eos- n· y eos Xsin 2 -n' sin sin)
(n· sin cos- sin eos Xsin.eos-n· sin cos)+ (eos 2 -n -cos cos Xsin2 - n- sin sin)'

Dcp = arctan-,
C

A- D _ C
- sin(cp) - coste) '

C = y 'sin-n' y sin+n' D· sin eos- D ·sin· cos
sin2-n·sinsin '

where: sin = f,sin (Wli ), eos = teos(wti), y = f, Yi' sincos = tsin(OJti )cos(OJti),
i=1 i=1 ;:::1 ;=1

coscos = Icos(Wti )cos(Wti), sin sin = I sin (Wti )sin (Wfi ), y sin = t Yi sin (wti ),
;=1 ;=1 ;=1

y cos = t)'i cos(wti ),n -quantity of sampIes
;=1

C [sign of value] + - - +
D [sign of value] + + - -
<p[degree] 0-90 90-180 180-270 270-360

The time method is free of Iimitations of the previous solution and gives a measurement
process the value of passing time of probing signal Tp. The solution has several limitations.
Though the conditions that have to be fulfilled are not too excessive, only their strict keeping
can bring reliable results. Two-stage measuring procedure makes it possible to determine the
rough Tp value with the resolution +-t,,1 in a typical way used for pulse methods but the
measurement of a preeise term of the equation is based on phase analysis for eaeh of the
probing frequencies j'j and.h

7' _ ( _ ) _1 [RI + 2n~ R2 + 2np2]IP - tl to + +.4n.f, f2

[
R12f; RI ] Ik[ Rld2 R2]~ = wart.calk ( . )--, Pz= wart.ca ( .) - ,

2n fi - f2 2n 2n I,- f 2 2n

(5)
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Proprieties and limitations of both methods with extended presentation of results, was
presented on earlier papers [5-9].

2. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

The measuring system is based on transmitting - receiving module composed of wave
paekets generator and amplifier and computer with AlO converter card.

For system testing, to genera te wave packets, acoustic heads with the following
parameters were used: diameter D=20 mm, middle frequeney I,=1.43 MHz and quality faetor
Q-5. The proeess of data aequisition was based on using AlO eonverting eard (AMBEX LC-
30-1612), and data processing (determination of phase relations R in phase method [6] and
passing time of aeoustie signaI rp, in time method [7]) was done on PC eomputer Pentium
166.

The proposed testing of the measuring method was based on low frequeney signal
sampling and relative1y long duration of probing pulses.
Analysis of the developed measuring method in the proposed application was based on:

computer simulations showing that 12-bits AlO conversion card sampling signaIs with
frequency 500 kHz Iimits theoretical measuring resolution (concerning indeterminate of a
samp1ing time) to Rr = 0.20 and Tpr = 0.4 ns;
signaI generator (Hewlett Packard 33 120A), generating harmonie signaIs made possibJe
to determine Rr = 0.40 and working at a frequency (fI andh) switehing mode enabled
us to determine Tpr = l ns;

As an example of chan ges the phase of signaI by temperature is that test. The wave
propagation veJoeity in water (c), depends from temperature by equation [10]:
c = 1402,385 + 5,038813T - 5,799136· JO-zrz + 3,287156·1 0-4r3 +

-1,398845· l 0-IT4 + 2,787860· 10-Yr'
where T is the temperature in degree Celsius)
As a test, changing the temperature from 22,5 to 25,5 "c within 3 hours, was used. The
changes of phase were measured utilising retlection version of set-up with measure length L =
300ml11.
The obtained results confirmed high agreement with theoretieal (!J.R z -585 0) and
experimental (!J.R z -580 0) results.

Other investigations of phase's changes in case moving the retlecting wall and ehanging
the density of medium were done. On this base 01' it, the resolution of method was
detennined. The results are shown in tab. I.

T b 1 R l' f d . d da . esu ution o measure magnitu e va ue etermmation
Measured value Value
Phase relations R 2,5u

Run time Tp 5ns
Shift 3,75!lm
Acoustic wave veloeity 3,7 mm/s
Temperature 0,002 Uc
Density 0,3xJO':l kg/nr'

The measuring device Encefalodensometer designed for monitoring of blood
cireulation changes in blood vessels caused by some diseases was elaborated in co-
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operation with Prof. Roman Mazur from Neurology Clinic of Medical Academy in
Bydgoszcz. The up to now obtained results show possibilities of investigation of this kind
of brain błood vessels pathology [II].
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Fig. 2. Test results of ternperature changes within an investigated object

3. CHARACTERISTIC OP MEASUREMENT S METHOD, POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

The proposed measuring method is innovative one:
1. It is a solution including elements applied in the methods based on a continuous wave and

eJements used for pulse technique.
2. Steady oscillations of piezoelectric receiver are used for measuring process both for

transrnis sion and recei ving of signals what ensures enab les to get very good quaJity of
hannonic signal and decreases an error of phase determination in a consequence.

3. Wavelength of the applied wave packets and the number of examined sampIes is
optimised for minimum error of phase detection, what is in close relation to frequency of
the tested signal and its sampling rate. It is possible to use lower sampling rates of asignał
than the frequency of wave propagating in a medium with similar measurement precision.
Good enough phase determination can be obtained using at Ieast lO-bits AJD converters
(recommended 12-bits). It has been shown in the analysis of errors and confirmed by
experiments.

4. The phase relation analysis for a single frequency of acoustic probing signal (phase
method) is suitable for measurements of relative signals (phenomena monitoring). Using
two different and appropriately optimised probing frequencies enable absolute in form of
run time of a probing wave.

5. The measuring method, based on phase relations analysis, makes it possible to achieve a
time resolution of the range of a few hundredths of a period of the used probing wave.

The presented above features makes this method attractive for applications. It doesn't employ
any sophisticated equipment.

The measuring method is characterised by:
• a very low instantaneous and average power density and in connection with it, those

systems are especially useful for biological media investigations;
• a simple and fast algorithm of phase determination, an easy way 01' visualisation. The data

can be collected directly from sampling cards assembled inside a personał computer PC.
The system of control, data acquisition and information visualisation is t1exible;
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• wide measurement range for a change of medium parameters and probing frequency. It is
also possible to use lower frequencies than the sampling frequency of a measuring card,
similar and even much higher frequencies;

• possible high resolution of the method (-11100 01' an acoustic wave period) results from
application 01' very stable measuring quartz generators and long measuring series enabling
sampling errors compensation;

• possible work with reflecting system where the only one piezoelectric transducer is used
fulfilIing both functions transmitting and receiving one. It significantly simplifies
mechanical construction 01' a measuring system and reduces production costs.

The system can be applied also in the following fields of science and technology:
1. Fundamental research - measurements of phase velocity of an acoustic wave in material

media (solid state, liquids, gases).
2. Detectors 01' geometrical, physical, and chemical magnitudes in analysis systems,

automaties and control (measurements of ternperature, density, concentration, phase
chan ges 01' chemical reactions, measurements of objects dimensions, and level 01' liquids).

3. Medical diagnostics concerning resultant acoustic properties of tissues.
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